Arima Race Club
NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS
RACEDAY 06
SATURDAY 24TH FEBRUARY, 2018.
STIPENDARY STEWARDS:
ERROL MC DAVID

DAVID LOREGNARD

RICHARD FREEMAN

RACE 1
Jockey S. Rodrigo rider of #5 MESSI, placed third, objected to apprentice J. Reyes rider of #6 TEN
MELODIES, placed fourth, for foul riding from the 400 metre mark.
After hearing the evidence of the riders and viewing the video replay in their presence the Steward
found that apprentice Reyes did allow his mount to drift inwards approaching the 400 metre mark
and then outward in the straight. The objection was overruled and apprentice Reyes was issued a
very stern warning to maintain proper control at all times.
RACE 2

NIL

RACE 3

NIL

RACE 4
The Stewards interviewed apprentice B. Pahal rider of #1 RHEA’S TOY SOLDIER regarding his
ride. He stated that his instructions were to break smartly, sit behind the pace and make his run in
the last 2 furlongs. The instructions were confirmed by the Trainer who stated that he was satisfied
with the ride.
Their explanations were noted.
The Stewards noted that #3 DUBLIN FASHION walked out of the gates. It was also noted that #6
INTEGRITY was slowly away.
The Official Veterinarian reported that #5 SERENGETI returned lame on the right fore (Grade 3).
RACE 5
Apprentice B. Pahal rider of #3 SPECIAL MOMENTS, placed fourth, objected against jockey K.
Nateria rider of #1 UNSETTLED, placed third, for foul riding at the 1000 meter mark. After
interviewing the riders and viewing the video replay in their presence the Stewards saw no reason to
take any action and overruled the objection.
RACE 6
RACE 7
Jockey S. Rodrigo rider of #3 HOLY MAN, the winner, and apprentice L.C. Seecharan rider of #7
SCOTUS, unplaced, were each fined the sum of $150.00 for improper use of the whip.
RACE 8
Trainer Shaffique Khan was fined $50.00 for incorrect colours on #2 STRATEGIC PATIENCE.
Jockey P. Badrie rider of #3 AFFIRMATIVE, placed second, objected against jockey R. Ali rider of #8
PRINCESS SOPHIA, the winner, for crossing at the 600 metre mark. After hearing the evidence of
the riders and viewing the video replay in their presence the Stewards found the interference to be
minimal and overruled the objection.
Jockey R. Ali was cautioned to exercise better control in the future.

The Stewards noted that #5 APRIL THE TWELVETH was slowly away.
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